Abstract: In this article, we look at the existence of kink soliton configurations in N=2 scalar fields models analytically. Although solution of such classical configuration was given earlier in literature but such study was done rather numerically. Here, we first present the result which was known earlier then we will try to convince readers existence of such classical configuration can be proven using some simple analytical techniques without knowing detailed solution. Such study will be helpful to generalize the problem for higher number of field variables where one might not be able to find an analytic solution which is often the case. Then we present a new solution which is discontinuous in nature for one field variable and which has its own importance in terms of symmetry of the field theory, topology and contribution to energy of configuration.
Introduction
Solution of Z(2) kink soliton configuration is well known in literature. It was found in different physical situations like [8] , [13] , [4] , [15] . And they are important because they are finite energy classical configurations which one can't find perturbatively from trivial vacuum configuration. They have other properties which are important in their own rights.
From Derrick's theorem it is well established that in presence of potential term in action soliton configurations can only be existed in 1 + 1 dimensional field theories. But it does not say about or put any restriction on the number of scalar fields in the system which can lead to existence of soliton configurations even in 1 + 1 dimension. For N = 1 scalar field theories it is much trivial compared to N > 1 scalar field theories because of integrability condition shown in [17] , [12] and in other literatures.
Solution of Z(2) kink soliton configuration was given in [1] using something known as Euler coordinates for Montonen-Sarker-Trullinger-Bishop model also known as MSTB model. Solution that was given in the model is exact but the way they find the solution can't be generalized to N > 2 scalar field theories in 1 + 1 dimension. But we want to find a way of looking at the problem such that we can find the answer to existence of soliton configuration even we can't find exact solution analytically because such approach can easily be generalized to N > 2 scalar field theories.
In this article, we study N = 2 scalar field theory in two models in which first is the generalized version of the potential used in φ 4 kink configuration and second one is MSTB model. Through studying MSTB model we can show the existing solution matches all the properties that the exact soliton solutions have in 1 + 1 dimension.
2 N = 2 scalar field theory with SO(2) action invariant theory
Introduction to model
Here we study a field theory which constituents are two scalar field variables and it is invariant under SO(2) group action in internal space. There are many such possibilities but we also want to generalize known φ 4 kink configuration. So, we choose a system described by following action
where
Euler-Lagrange equations of motion are following
Analysis of Static configuration
Since we are interested in static configurations initially(because we can find dynamical solution by boosting it) we can write above equations as follows
Note that this implies following
Here, one need to remember that solitons are necessarily finite energy configurations, therefore in static situation following quantity should be finite
Above restriction necessary means that
and since φ 2 ∂ x φ 1 − φ 1 ∂ x φ 2 = const which means
Therefore, two field variables are related in following way
where C is constant. From eq.(2.3) we can write following
Now using eq.(2.6) one can find that
Note that
Now we define a field variable χ(x) = φ 2 1 (x) + φ 2 2 (x). Then we can write above equation as follows
Therefore, we are able to write differential equation in single auxiliary field variable. And the solution of the above differential equation is
(2.17) Now if we define U 2 =χ, then we will find
Then according to eq.(2.9) we can write
where θ is a constant. Asymptotically vacuum manifold is a circle, θ defines the angle that the path makes with x-axis on φ 1 −φ 2 plane going from x = −∞ → x = ∞. All of such paths are equivalent because they can be found out through rotation once we know one path. It is where invariance under SO(2) group action plays an important role. These kink configuration only connects two opposite points located on the asymptotic vacuum manifold through a straight line passing through origin.
Analysis in different parametrization
In this section we choose different parametrization of field variables to analysis existence of soliton configuration.
In this case we define
In terms of these field variables we can rewrite the action in eq.(2.1) as follows
Note that equations of motion are
And in static configuration these equations become
Note that in terms of this parametrization we can write Energy of static configuration is
Therefore, finite energy condition of soliton configuration implies
Second equation of Euler-Lagrange equations with above condition implies ∂ x θ(x) = 0 which lead to following Euler-Lagrange equation
which exactly gives the Z(2)-kink soliton solution but in ρ(x) configuration which is ρ(x) = φ 2 1 (x) + φ 2 2 (x). And note that θ(x) = const throughout the soliton configuration which we found easily in this case compared to previous case.
MSTB model

Introduction to the model
MSTB model which is described in [6] can be described by adding a quadratic term in φ 2 field in eq.(2.1) which breaks the SO(2) group action invariance. And remaining symmetry that the theory has is the discrete Z(2) symmetry.
The resultant action looks something like this
And the Euler-Lagrange equations of motion look following
Analysis of static-configuration
Since we are interested in static-configuration we can write Euler-Lagrange equations as follows
which leads to following equation
which is the non-homogeneous version of eq.(2.4).
Similarly in analogous way as we did in eq.(2.10) one can show that
Let's first study the vacuum manifold which can be analyzed by writing down the following conditions
is the vacuum manifold because
Therefore, we have proven that (φ 1 = η, φ 2 = 0), (φ 1 = −η, φ 2 = 0) are the only two points on the circle of radius η in φ 1 − φ 2 plane which is the possible vacuum manifold which is set of 2 discrete points. Demanding finite energy configuration guarantees that
If we use the above condition and integrate eq.(3.5) from −∞ → ∞, we will find
and eq.(3.4) leads to
Now observe following results
This way one can show that there must be a finite order n upto which
which shows φ 2 1 + φ 2 2 near x → ±∞ becomes η 2 with flatness. And n can't be infinite because then φ 2 1 + φ 2 2 = η 2 which will be a trivial case then.
Analysis using different field parametrization
If we now use the similar parametrization as we used earlier then we find following Lagrangian density
Energy of static soliton configuration would be following
And finite energy configuration means
where m ∈ Z is a topological number. Static field equations are following
If we put the asymptotic condition for vacuum manifold we will get
Note that if ρ(x) > η for all value of x, then
But since ∂ x ρ| x=±∞ = 0, ∂ x ρ must have to be increased then decreased or may follow reverse order. But if ρ(x) < η then
which means that depending on the value of x, ∂ x ρ can either be increasing or decreasing, which shows ρ(x) ≤ η must be a condition that the soliton configuration follows.
Exact soliton solutions
We start with first parametrization of field variables in which we first provide the exact solutions exist in literature we know of. First kind solution is in a way trivial solution which is following
Second non-trivial solution is following
given in [1] . Note that solution of φ 2 (x) is real provided |M | < η √ λ. Energy of this configuration is also calculated in [1] which is 2 M λ (1 − 1 3 M 2 ) which shows that this configuration can't be perturbatively found because of 1 λ dependence. In M → 0 limit shows zero energy configuration which means M → 0 does not analytically maps to φ 4 -kink like solution.
In second parametrization we now propose a exact solution which is also a soliton configuration given by
which is a solution that does not depend on the parameter M . Note that
Similarly ∂ 2 x θ(x) = −πδ (x − x 0 ) which is zero for x = x 0 and does not exist at x = x 0 because right-hand and left-hand limit of the derivatives at x = x 0 are not equal. But since ∂ 2 x θ(x) multiplied with ρ(x) which takes zero values at x = x 0 it solves the problem of existence of limit at x = x 0 from the field equations in eq.(3.17).
And energy density of such configuration is given by
which is a localized function in x therefore energy of this configuration is finite. Note that in general we can take solution to be following for multiple localized kinks and anti-kinks with 1 transition from −η → η
which does not change previous statements. Here m is the topological quantum number which defines what is the initial turn number around origin (φ 1 = 0, φ 2 = 0). 
There is another thing we want to point out that the fact such discontinuous solution of θ(x) does not contribute anything in total energy of the configuration because of the fact that the action S[ρ, θ] in eq.(3.14) apart from having Z(2) symmetry w.r.t ρ(x) field also has discrete translational symmetry θ(x) → θ(x) + nπ in θ(x) variable. And because of this reason the force calculation between two neighbouring kink, anti-kink configuration does not depend on the configuration of above kind of θ(x) configurations. And the result will exactly match with result we have derived in [9] . So as we can see different parametrization of field variables captures different important informations which will eventually lead us to the properties of the solution even not a exact solution.
4 Force calculation in multi-kink configuration
Force calculation in first Configuration
First configuration is shown below where we chose kinks and anti-kinks in neighbouring position for both φ 1 , φ 2 field variables.
Like in [17] we will calculate the time derivative of stress-energy tensor component T 0i Now using the field equations we can write
which means rate of change of momentum is
where R is the width of localized kink configuration in left where as a is the position of the center of the kink. This leads to force that anti-kink put on kink is given by following
Since we are interested in static configuration at a particular instant of time the time derivatives vanish and we will get
Now we put additive ansatz which is
Which means if we neglect the cross terms in spatial derivatives we will get
Now we define following quantities
With this information in hand we can write
After algebraic cancellation one would following expression for force
where e M R )η 2 e 4M a =⇒ x 2 e −2M a −xe 2M a +2e M R < 0and we can safely take e 4M a e M R , e 2M a therefore inequality Therefore, if the first condition is satisfied by the parameter λ then F > 0 implies force between kink and anti-kink is attractive in nature and if second condition is satisfied by λ then F < 0 implies force between kink and anti-kink is repulsive in nature.
